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SUMMARY 

Tn Japan various  celebration  programmes are  held  on  December  1  every year as 

"Memorial  Day  of  Iron",   for the  purpose  of appealing the   interest   ,n   iron  and  steel 

to  the   public.     This  day  was   established   in memory   of  the  day  when  a  European  style 

blast   furnace   succeeded   in   tapping   for   the   first   time   in  Japan   m   l8',7.     Tins   blast 

furnace  wan  a charcoal   furnace   which was  constructed   by   the Japanese  under  the 

technical  writings  acquired  from  Netherlands.     It  was  about  7m high,   the  capacity 

of which was  about  1  ton/day.     The  cold air was blasted  through  bellows  by  operating 

a water mill. 

Then two  Scotch style  shell-type  <°5 ton/day  charcoal   i last   furnaces  were  con- 

structed near the  firsx.  blast   furnace.     These  furnaces  were  blown-in  in  1880.     They 

were  purchased  from England.     They were  equipped with  hot  stoves,   blowers  and boilers. 

As  there  was  a limit   in  using charcoal  as  a fuel   for its  supply  and quality, 

these   furnaces  stopped temporarily  operating.     The  success  in producing good quality 

coke  in  I894 germinated  in modern  production of pig  iron  by  using coke  as  a  fuel. 

*     This   is  a summary-  of a paper  issued  under the  same   title  as   ID/WG. 14/34. 
l/ The views  and  opinions  expressed  in  this  paper are  those  of  the author and  do 

not   necessarily reflect   the  views   of  the  secretariat   of JN1D0.     The   document 
is  presented as  submitted  by  the  author,   without  re-editing. 

id.   68-1934 



TD/WC. 14/34 Summary 
p.-, .ge 

The  development   of   iron  prod icing  eu.ipmeut   and   teohniq ¡es  have   attained 

u¡ i er   these  pioneering  experiments   and   by   employing  efficiently   the   newest   tech- 

nique  developed   in   the  '¡ruled  3 int es,   Germany,   and   other  eo  ritries.      Especially 

reeontly,   it  has   been   possible   to  rnnss~prod.ee  pig  iron   at   low cost   as   the  en- 

largement   of  the   blast   furnace   equipment   and   the  employment   oV  the   new   techniques 

of  pre-treatment   M"  change,   humidity   control   ¡-lasting,   o^-yc'.i  enrichment,   injec- 

tion  of auxiliary   fuel,   high  temperature   blasting,   high   top  pressure   operation 

res ¡1 ted  in  enhancing   the  production   efficiency  and  lowering coke   rate.      by 

employing these   new   techniques,   the   design  of  blast   furnaces   also  has   developed 

cons i derably. 

W-   refer  below   to   the achievement   of   tre-   blast   furnace  design   and   further 

continiously  developing  improvements   in  Japan   for  the   last   10 -   15 years,   in 

the   following   •'   major   sections. 

1.      iJlast   furnace   design 

1-1      Furnace  oons s truci ion:     the  blast   furnaces  operated  in .Japan  nowadays  are 

classified   us   follows. 

¡,0     Amerio-m-type,   to  support   the   furnace  top  by   the mantle  columns 

through   shaft  shell. 

! p)     'uerman-type,   to support   the   furnace  top by   the   furnace  scaffold 

((lernst)   but   not  by   the  mantle  columns,   the   furnace   itself  is 

free   standing. 

(3) Combination-type of American-type  and German-type. 

(4) The   type   to   hold  the mantle   by   the   brackets   from  f irnace   scaffold. 

It   is   necessary  to design   the  modern  blast   furnace,   considering the 

resistance   to   the  press-ire  caused   by  employing high  top  press-ire   operation, 

trie  resistance   to   the wear  of   the   bricks   of  lower  shaft   and   bosh  caused by 

blowing with   heavy   oil   in  and   the  excellent  working property   in  changing 

t lyeres   and   blew   pipes. 

Fir.naoc  pr mcr:      the  enlargement   of  the   blast   furnaces  lias  developed  with 

trie  deve 1 1 pinent   of  the  blast   f irnace   operation   techniques.      In  Japan  before 

the  War the   maxim im  blast   furnaces   were  of  1,000  m     inner volume,   and 
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l'ape   1, 

'.uuy'r   '.lino   large   blast   furnaces  of  r,l.V'0 m     inner volane  hove   been 

i urtai led ,    throe   of which  aro   of  over   r,o00  mJ. 

¡'Sie   furnace   imer;   are  decided   at   a  certain   proportion,   though   there 

¡r   .1 1   "ih'uigo   1-   the   f ¡rnaee   height.      .Unce   carbon   trick   war.    .red   for   Ilio 

noartn,   tho   lifo   of   the   furnace  has   boon  extended   und  the  molten   iron  h;ir, 

purely    iitfluw:,   from   the   health  wall.      Ar.   tue  quality  of   fire  clay   brick has 

I '.   .,      IV. uicaess of tho furnace wall tend:; to bo thinner.  For 

':.ir p <rp TO it ir 'än:c:;nar,
r to employ the effective oooli.ug method in the 

-:u ¡ a purtr uf t :.•' f .rnnce. 

.'he f •-• '. 1 ow . ::,y f j 4r systems are employed for cooling the furnace at 

\ ''     Fxterual water spray system:  The hearth jackets of the most blast 

f rr.oaoer are cooled by this system, and the bosh jackets of the blast j 

frrn'ii'er. with caroon bosh are also cooled by this system. 

''.')     uooli.ur plate system:  The shafts of the most blast furnaces are cooled 

by this method.  Cooling plates are also inserted into the brick of 

: os'n area and iron notch area for cooling.  It is necessary to employ 

the lacking devico in the high top pressure blast f..rnnce for preventing 

the ('a:; from leaking. 

' "• N  Mister 'ooimg system:  This system is seldom employed, except an 

example of being employed for tne nosh jactcets. 

(4)  Stave cooling system:  This system is employed for the hearth jackets 

in many countries.  The researches on employing this stave cooling 

system for bosh and shaft are iliade, b.*t there are some problems to be 

solved.  As this system has the properties of excellent cooling effect, 

thinning the brick wall thickness, no gas leaking from furnace shell, 

possibility of evaporative cooling etc., the employment of this system 

for the blast furnace will increase. 

Til e recent large furnaces are employed for the underhearth cooling 

system by the combined use of carbon hearth to protect foundation concrete. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Japan,   December 1st is "Memorial Day oí Iron'   and many events 

are arranged l^f promoting a better understanding  of iron and steel 

among the public.    The  "Memorial Day of Iron     is  «et for commemorat- 

ing the first lucen in Japan o.' tapping of pig iron  in  IB57 from the 

European style blaut furnace.     This first blast furn^c*   including every 

equipment was constructed by the Japanese from  the -nate ria Is 

procured in Japan based on the techniques obtained through writings 

from the Netherlands which was then the only country through which 

Japan could absorb   the European culture because the Japanese 

government completely isolated Japan.    The capacity of the blast 

furnace was approximately one ton per day and charcoal was used 

as a fuel.     This furnace was about seven meter high and constructed 

of atonework.   internally lined with firebrick.     The air for the blast 

was compressed by the bellows which were operated by a water 

wheel. 

As is well known, the forerunner of ine modern blast furnace, 

"hochofen" or "high fu mace'Vas born in Germany during the early 

14th century.    This furnace was introduced into England during 

the early 16th century and then into Anaerican colonie« during  17th 

century.    Therefore,  the iron making by the blaat furnace in Japan 

was started by three to five centuries behind as compared with 



the European and American countries. 

When Japan made her itr,»t   step toward the modern iron making, 

that is at the .-mddle   >f   10th ren'ury,   in European and American 

countries,   coke had been already used as a blast furnace fuel 

instead of charcoal.    Moreover,  blowing by steam engine,   heating 

the air before it is  blown into the furnace and recovering of the 

blast furnace top gas had all been pracficized. 

Whereas in England the biast furnace capacity was  14 to  15 tons 

on average,  the maximum capacity being more than 40 tons   per 

day,   in America,   the capacity  ranged troni one to six tons a day. 

Upon opening Japan to foreign countries,   .'»any scientific and Industrial 

technologies in various fields were introduced.    Among them were 

included two steel *hell type,     Scottish charcoal blast furnaces each 

having the capacity «i ¿^ tons/day.    These furnaces were equipped 

with hot stoves,   blowers,  boilers,   etc.,   and blown-in in  1880. 

Since then,  these blast furnaces were blown out or shut down owing 

to the difficulties  in supply and obtaining good quality charcoal. 

However,   good quality coke production was succeeded in 1894 after 

extensive studies.     Thus,  the modern biast furnace practice using 

coke instead of charcoal was started for the first time and paved a 

way for farther development. 

At the peak of the iron and steel production during the World War 
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the Second,   34 blast furnaces were operated.    However,  with the war 

ended Japan faced the complete destruction of her industry.    In one 

period after the war,   only three blast furnaces were operated. 

However,   the Japanese iron and «teel industry was reconstructed 

from the total destruction and has been further developed to the 

present level with the third in production and the first in export. 

The development has been achieved by the enthusiasm of the 

Japanese people for Introducing the technoi   gies of the technological- 

ly developed countries and by the effective use and adaptation of these 

technologies baaed upon the past experiences added step by step by the 

forerunners of the Japanese people in the iron and steel industry since 

the first blast furnace in Japan. 

For example, the Technical Investigation Team from I .S.A.  invited 

in 1952 recommended the Japanese iron and steel industry the reduc- 

tion of the raw material cost,  the improvement of the operation 

techniques,  the modernization of the equipments and the integration 

of iron and steel making facilities.    According to the recommendation, 

the burden preparation,  the enlargement of blast furnace,   steam 

addition and oxygen enrichment of blast,, fuel injection,  high temperature 

blast, high top pressure operation have been employed.    Therefore, 

the production capacity has been increased and the coke rate has been 

remarkably decreased so that the production of pig iron at low cost 

in large quantity becomes possible. 



As to the blast furnace design,   it has been directed toward the 

enlargement of the blast furnace,   automation and higi. efficiency 

accompanied with the advance oí operation technique of the blant 

furnace.     Especially fc r the past ten to fifteen  ¡ffir»,   re.uarkjiilc 

progresses  have been achieved. 

The present  report revéalo the achievement«   .f tne blast furnace 

design and further continually developing improvements in the 

following major areas. 



1. BLAST FURNACE DESIGN 

1-1      Furnace Construction 

The blast furnaces now operated In Japan can be divided into 

the following four types ;- 

(1) American-type,   to support the furnace top by the mantle 

columns through shaft shell. 

\a shown in Fig.   1-1,  this type of blast furnace  requires 

no furnace scaffold so that the amount of the steels required 

is less,  thereby reducing the installation cost.    But the 

disadvantages are that the vibrations of the akip bridge and 

the furnace top equipsrient is directly transmitted to the 

furnace proper and the renovation is complex.    In Japan, 

there exists seven blast furnace of this type in operation 
,lln;, nei 

which were constructed in I94U und improved or renovated. 

However, this type Is not adopted in the recently construct- 

ed furnaces. 

(2) German-type, to support the  furnace top by the furnace 

scaffold (Gerüst) but not by the mantle columns, the 

furnace Itself is free standing. 

As shown in Fig.   1-2,  this type blast furnace has no 

mantle columns so that the Layout of the mud gun. 



s 

opener,   cinder notch stoppe i ,   etc.     can be  effected in 

a  sur plf maimer.   Furthcruiur;",   üHB type  fVrua<e offert- 

th.'   idv:,.itage¡^ oi easy uißt». ct10-   ;m i maintenance <>l  th.- 

above described amiponentB an., U-- tuyere*        -mwevet, 

ti»e   1.1..U    -i   wri-M.i  ot   the   nhaft   !.-.rUon  is   supported by 

,,   ,-   .ae.'l   tí".'   •>••     •• -     î'i-li." •'•    ."    '   •<"    '"^;     '     ''•"»'    80   that 

reduceo. Uu- a' i t-nt.ti.   ... 1;M-   t ./.-;•.•   yum    i>   wej.u'tii*- 

,;._, >„•.   ,,    ::;i¡fl. .    ,. ,   .   ..,>!- y.--1   n.    ,    -tedium - 11. r i • 

> III       *,       Ulil-O       ' i' 

.-   less   l ".<-.:•> 

f. • • •/;• : r!v;ii.    mlii 

:^.a\.^?.uj cy.'.)¿c..>'.í. _-_ .'«._.._ -i..'- 

Aa  shown   >"   !  is.    ' -.3,   to-   f-nt».^'«    .jro». »   1-  encloue.: 

by the  steel shell and the porti. >n lusher than the shaft 

is supported by the    nantie i^i*, an The  furnace top 

equipment and the   skip bridge  «-re  supported by the furnace 

scaffold.     i ; »refore,  the funi.! e- i* simple in construction 

and very .auch atable.     Thi» tyv>e n   widely  used in the 

newly constructed     furnaces        until a few years ago, 

and the number of furnaces in operation belonging to this 

type la highest in Japan. 

(4)        The    type t     h. id th.   manti«   by the brack- ts fri ui furnace 

3,aff   id (bracket type) 
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As shown in Fig.    1-4,  this type ' jmace is nut equipped with 

the mantle columns so that the inspection and maintenance of 

th     equipments suchas  tuyere,   mud  gun,   eie     equipped around 

the furnace proper can be facilitated,     'therefore,  this type 

furnace is widely used in the recently constructed large-sited 

furnace. 

In the construction of the morderti blast furnace,   special 

attention must be taken to the following points: first the 

furnace structure must be stable in receiving the load due to 

the preusure when the high pressure operation system is 

employed and the weight of the furnace proper,     and also 

stable   in    absorbing the thermal expansion;   and secondly 

the replacement of the tuyeres,, blow pipes,  etc.  and the 

inspection and maintenance of the mud gun,  opener,  cinder 

notch stopper,  etc. must be easily made. 

In the blast furnaces which have been erected in Japan recent- 

3 
ly the working volume is 2,000 to 3,000 m  .    The number of 

tuyeres must be increased with the enlargement of the blast 

furnace, thus,  for example,   reaching as many as 32 tuyeres. 

If the mantle columns are provided for such a large-sUed 

blast furnace,  the number of tuyeres would be of course 

limited and the tuyere pitch in the mantle columns is increas- 

ed so that the uniform blowing of the air into the furnace 



could m t De effected.     Thus,   smelting operation becomes unstable 

xod the ¡>ruduction capacity will be decreased. 

. urthir ..ore,  the  replacement operation of the tuyeres and 

blow pipea near the .nantie columns «in-i the  U«-S;H rtion and 

lain enance J1 the mud gun,   opener,  otc.   will become difficult, 

m view of the above,   in the enlarged ' la it furnace the bracket 

type (4) is widely employed recently and this tendency will 

continue in the future. 

I- ¿.     i urnace  1'roper 

Recently,  the demand« for steels for building constructions,  f.mp- 

miilding,   automobile manufacture ;u-»'  «-ei rarkably increasing. 

Thus,   the  production of the steel ;»t low cost in  à  large quantify 

is demanded so that the enlargement   >f the high iurnace has been 

made  vry   rajndlv with the advance ;>l the operation techniques 
• op 

sucn as Murder» orepa ration,   fuel injection,   high pressure 
A 

operation,   etc. 

i ig.   1-5 shows the changes in the working w iu  íes of the biaat 

furnaces in Japan for the past ten years,     betöre the World 

War the Second,   the maximum volume was of the order of  !,uuü 

m    and in  1962,   the volume has reached the or 1er of about 

3 
2,000 m   .      Since then,  almost all of the newly erected blast 



furnaces have the working voluntes of the order higher than 

2,000 m   .    At present there exista nine blast furnaces now in 

3 
operat on having the volume more than 2,000 m   ,     of these 

iurnaces,   Ihre e furnaces have the volumes ¡non.' than 2,500 m 

3 
A blast fur„dce having the working volume of 3,000    n    is under 

construction and will be blown-in in 1969. 

3 

The  relations between the dimensions of the profile  of the furnace 

proper cannot be obtained by the theoretical calculations,   but 

has been Unproved step by step by the  results of the actual 

operation and experiments.    As to the diameter of the hearth, 

the relation between the diameter and the volume is  linear 

3 
within the range of 600 to 2,000 m      Fig.   1-6.    However, 

in the large-sized blast furaace whose working volume is 

3 
larger than 2,000 m   ,   the increment of the diameter becomes 

less. 

As to the height of the furnace, the height must be determined 

depending upon the strength of the charging material, the flow 

resistance of the rising gas,  the reduction speed,  etc.   Accord- 

ing to the past experience,  the relation between the effective 

height (from the tuyere level to the stock line level) and the 

working volume can be expressed by the relatively si rep  gradient 

3 
curve but in the range beyond 1,700 m   ,  the curve becomes fiat 

from 25 to 26 meters because of the coke strength and the 
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deflection oí the furnace ga. flow due to the increate of the 

flow resistance of the uprising gas (Fig.   1-7) 

Therefore,  the recent tendency of the design of the large- aised 

blast furnace is that the height is not increaaed but the diameter 

is increased.    That is,     fat and shot'   type. 

In the conventional blast furnace low cost fire clay bricks hav- 

ing a relatively high heat-resistivity have been used.    ' «we ver. 

the trend from   1°52 is that the carbon      ricK which are nigner 

in cost but have the following remarkable merits as firebrick 

for furnace have been used in the furnace bottom     and in the 

hearth. , molten pool, 

(1) High anti-corrosivity against molten iron and slag; 

(2) High thermal impact resistivity and mechanical strength; 

(3) Low contraction rate after heat *nd chemically   stable: 

and 

(4) Thermal conductivity. 

In case oí laying carbon brick at the furnace bottom,  carbon 

brick about 600   nm in thickness are laid in a few layers at 

the portion where ,;r,ien Iror, is pooJ-d.       Vlow these carbon 

brick are laid high-,».¡...mina brick made of p.ri >iarily cLiy 

and further below »he high alumina brick  layer are laid low- 

grade hißh-alumina brick in a few meter«  thickness. 



Thus constructed bottom is cooled by air or water fron the 

lowermost   side of the low-grade high-alumna brick layer. 

In some    blast furnaces,   fire clay brick having a better   loirrin.L, 

are laid in the upper portion while the carbon brick having a bette: 

thermal conductivity arc  laid in the  lower portion.     In some 

special blaßt furnaces  in which the production capacity durinp 

the service life of the furnace is expected to be more than  10 

million tona,   carbon brick havir¿ a better thermal conductivity, 

that is having a better cooling effect are mainly used.     Since 

3 
no blast furnace having more than 2.ÜU0   n    has been  renovated, 

the bottom corrosion condition is not clear so that     it is not 

clear either of which the above brick layer constructions is 

superior to the other. 

When carbon brick are used at the furnace bottom,   due considera- 

tion must be given to the prevention of the rising of the brick 

caused by the molten iron.     Generally two methods are 

employed in order to prevent the carbon brick from being 

raised: one being the method of using large-aiz.ed carbon block 

and the other,   the method In which the end face of one carbon 

block is tapered so as to   be held in position by the adjacent 

carbon block. 

The size of the carbon block is dependent upon the capacity 

of a press,  transportability,  machinerability,  etc.   and in 



Japan the bigRest caro..,, block  .ite .8 deter ame-i by the capacity 

of a press,   ana vs   »bout SU,  kg.   at present. 

Sr      ^4    Ione :.i,:;,-.-»lùi.ina brici   ..r«   u< r.  .ally used m the 

..i.d  lw.ver  shaft portua; . .neatly better fir • 

that the   tire ,rn        -ai! thickness. 

i     wever,   t,..'   e i.u-,     ^n-açe 

,rKlr   .,;   tac   .i..:,.'   • re .     !:.>f  i"-1»   V-1    >,'t"     -    '    ' '    • 

nos H be¡ : 

lA .   bric ^s  are     av.jt, 

• f *   •- v  .    t  .1- Tf     i ;••     a 0 „¡- s. t ¡ru ,,;e.. m w ,u u .-arbori brn 

-t „„I u» tiu- tn.8f, area, ll^vtr, the abrasum of the br»- ^ 

.e:Si,  t     be  not   H  •  different  fror,  tnat   of   fire  -lav   bricK 

v ar 
ni' r   i     extra- v rvi.:--   aie   of th«,   ¡-  ' -•*•- :    wail, 

,   f.-   v.-  ><•! Ine a] or -,    , ,,!;h,        HV'M.-'i.e   .»r<:   use.   la     -rue 

,, rom-r       In .J;i:>an,   the  t.-ihiwin.   icn.x 
. -• !   t :. e   ! f 

? S  '-te   ,,f- se--    't  -.r.' sent 

xtern i .;. r  .-pray  ^yste; 

,\-o»nd the  external penpherv oi  the   Ueel shell are dis- 

posed annular  sprayin,, pipes and the  svater is sprayed 

through the nozzles attached to ta.    pipes against the 

steel eheii so  lS U> cool the furnace.     M.r.ost all of the 

heartn ^.«tt are  .ouied by this   sysî-m   and the boah 

jackets ,•! the blast furnaces contracted of carbon bosh 

are cooled also by this  Bystem. 



(2) Cooling Plate System: 

This is a system in which a cooling plate is interposed 

between the layers of firebrick of the furnace proper and 

water is circulated in the cooling plate so as to cool the 

brick wall.     Cooling plates can be interposed between the 

brick layers in the bosh area or the tapping hole are* so 

as to cool the brick. 

The locking device is used in the cooling plate system 

for the high top pressure blast furnace in order to prevent 

a leakage of gas. 

(3) Blister Cooling System: 

This is a method in which an outer plate is disposed around 

the steel shell or jacket so as to flow the cooling water 

there between.    By this method, the furnace wall can 

be uniformly cooled. 

This system is best suited for cooling the bosh wail and 

is widely used. 

(4)       Stave Cooling System: 

Whereas this system has been used in many countries in 

order to cool the hearth walls, it has not been employed 

in Japan.    In many countries,  this system began to be 



employed recently In cooling bosh and shaft.  In thl» 

system,  a cast iron,   rectangular block called "stave1 

is disposed inside the steel shell and the cooling medium 

such afl water or steam is passed through the stave eo 

as to cool the furnace wall brick.    This system has the 

following features:- 

(l)The furnace brick is uniformly cooled so that the 

•tructual strength of the brick,   and the resistivity 

against the abrasion and wear can be increased. 

Furthermore, even if the brick falls down from 

the wall,  the protective layer of slag is formed upon 

the stave surface «o that the life of the furnace can 

be extended. 

(2) The thickness of the firebrick wall can be made 

thinner so that the working volume of the furnace 

can be increased by a few percent with the same 

•teel «hell sise. 

(3)Since the sine of the steel shell opening can be 

made smaller, gas sealing can be made in a simple 

and positive manner.    This feature is remarkable 

especially in case of a high top pressure blast 

furnace. 
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(4)       The evaporative cooling can be effected.    In this 

case,  the natural circulation can be effected by the 

difference of the specific gravities between the 

water and steam. 

In Japan,   the stave cooling system was first adopted 

in 1967 together with the evaporative cooling system 

combined with the water cooling system for cooling 

the bosh and shaft.    Since then,  this system has 

been operating in good condition./. Fig.   1-8) 

It is expected thatthis system will be widely used 

for cooling the furnace proper oí the blast furnace. 

However»   the use of this system in Japan has a short 

history and this system has various; unsolved problems 

such as cracking of the stavr an encountered in 

other countries.    Therefore,   this system is a cool- 

ing system still having much left to be improved. 

1-3      Furnace Top Equipment 

McKee type distributor having a large and a small bell« la widely 

used when the normal top pressure of the blast furnace was in 

the rang« of 500 to 1,000 mm Aq.    However,  since the end of 

the World War the Second, the trend of the blast furnace baa 

been to use a high top pre saure in order to increase the 



production capacity.    In Japan,  the first high top preseure 

blast furnace wat started in  1962 and since then some of the 

normal top pressure oj.»«rat«d biast furnace* have been renovated 

or remodeler!  mìo the  •• gh top pressure  bia.-t furnaeefc.     At 

the same tini e,     high pressure blast furnace«  have been 

erected.    At present a total ut l\  nigh top pressure blast 

furnaces are ope rateo in Japan,     in the furnace top equipment 

for the normal pressar- blast furnace,   che  pressure difference 

between the  small and large bells is le., H  SO that even if the gas 

leakage occurs at the bell seat portions,   the  leaking flow rate 

is very small,   whereby the bells are subjected only to the 

wear by the  raw material,  not to the cutting by gases. 

: 'ii the other u.nui,   .n the high top pressure  biast furnace,   the 

pressure difference between the bells  sometimes  reaches the 

furnace top pressure,   •)(> that the  lea Kin 14 flow  velocity from the 

neat portion  reaches almost the speed of sound,  whereby the 

bells are subjected not only to the severe gas cutting but also to 

the abrasion and wear due to the  raw material.     Therefore,   the 

service life of the bell is extremely shortened so that the bells 

must be replaced from time to time. 

In order to overcome these problems of the furnace top equip- 

ment of the high pressure blast furnace,   various furnace top 

equipments have been proposed and developed.    The furnace 



top equipments being deveîoped can be divided into two groups. 

One is intended to further strengthen the conventional McKee 

distri^   .tor and at the same time  to previde  the  improvement* 

by v.,ach f.f worn  parts or  components can De   replaced in as 

short time  ae  possible.     The other is  intended t.. de ve »co ine 

novel furnace top equipment which  is entirely diííerem i rom 

the conventional MCMC distributor.     àn Japan,   ¡¡n,< h ritorta 

liave been directed to the latter and the valve  seal  top i.tiiut im; 

the three-bell  system has been developed and  siu cet>t»fuily used 

in practice. 

Fig.   1-9 shows the two-bell system Mel'     •  type distributor, 

Fig.   I-IG  shows the three-lell top,   and Fig.    Ill   shows the 

valve seal top. 

In the valve seal top, two seal valves are used instead of the 

•mall bell in the three-bell  top.    The revolving chute is seal- 

ingly housed within a sealed container as a raw material 

distributor and is fixed to a hollow cylinder shaft having a »mall 

diameter.     The shaft is roUtably journalled upwardly,  outwardly 

of the bell hopper and is turned at a predetermined angle. 

The main features of this valve seal top are as follows:- 

(1)       The valve seal top eliminates the use of the grease seal 

device disposed around the revolving hopper and 
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In cas« oí the two-bell or three-bell top.   Therefore, 

It is ooly necessary to seal the small diameter shaft of 

the revolving chute by mean» of a gland packing so that the 

complete gas-tight     hopper can be obtained,  thus over- 

coming the gas leakage problems, 

(2) Instead of the 3.nail bell oí the conventional three-bel! 

top,   is used the at-al valve whose  valve  seat is not made 

in contact with the raw material and whos»- valve dink 

can be retracted out of the raw material passage. 

Therefore, the seal valve is not subjected to the abrasion 

and wear due to the raw material so that a flexible, 

soft material such as rubber can be used in the seat 

portion,  thereby effecting the complete gas sealing. 

(3) When the gas leakage from the seat portion of the seal 

valve becomes greater,  the rubber seat can be replaced 

in a simple manner when the blast furnace is shut down. 

The replacement of the rubber seats twice a year is 

enough and other parts or components are permanently 

serviceable. 

As in the case of the middle bell of the three-be!l top, 

at the small bell of the valve seal top is produced the 

pressure difference between the upper and lower sides 
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of the bell so that the bell seat surface is subjected to 

gas cut   ng due to the gas leakage.    In order to encounter 

this problem,   a silicon rubber seat is attached to the 

•mall bell for preventing the gas leakage. 

The abrasion and wear of the amall bell seat portion can 

be remarkably reduced when the small bell is fabricated 

from a material such as high chrome cast iron which has 

ail excellent abrasion resistivity.    In this case,  the abrasion 

is such that only one mm abrasion of the seat portion 

occurs every 500 thousand ton production.    The large 

bell is made of hard faced cast steel.    At the large bell, 

no pressure difference is produced between the upper and 

lower sides of the large bell as in the case of the large 

bell of the three-be 11 top.    Therefore,  the service life 

of the large bell is same with that of the normal pressure 

blast furnace. 

As shown in Fig.   1-12, the valve seal tops are used in 

10 out of 20 high top pressure blast furnaces now operated 

in Japan, and will be used in 17   out of 28 high top pressure 

furnaces including high top pressure furnaces newly 

erected and renovated or remodeled in this year and 

next year. 

It must be pointed out here that almost all of the high top 



pressure furnaces constructed since  1966 use the 

valve seal tops and this tendency proves that the valve 

seal top equipment is excellent in operation. 

The vaive aeai t>.p  -an be ase i not  ,mìy with the large 

sised high top presaurt- blast turnare now under construction 

but aiao with the  blast furnace ;  -vt>irti have now the two 

bell top«.     Four  out of the high  top premure btaat furnaces 

now In operation equipped with the  valve   seal tope have 

been remodeled from the two-bell top equipped blast 

furnaces. 

¿. BURDEN PR L PA RATION 

It is clearly  .:nderstood that the burden preparation has played 

a;   i.-.i portant   roti ir. the   rapid advancement  of the blast furnace 

operation technique   in Jap.»;.     That ; ,.,    !apan is importing about 

9o% oí  its iron ores and about 6tV    .,,     okint  coal so that it han 

b«en an important problem of the iron and steel making industry 

how to compensate the high raw ¡aaterial cost.     To solve this 

problem,  the intensified si Ring operation in which the sine of 

raw materi&i particle is  regulated and the fine ore is  removed 

and the use oí the    self-ihuting sinter pellet having a better 

reduclbiiity or reduction characteristics and a better particle 



sise composition are now being employed «o that the ventilation 

within the furnace ha« bee» much improved,  whereby the 

furnace operation is stabilised,  the la ige quantity    of blowing 

air can be accomplished,  the gaa utilization rate can be 

increased,  the high temperature air blowing can be effected 

and the fuel injection can be achieved,  thereby remarkably 

contributing much to the improvement of the productivity and 

to the reduction oí the coke rate. 

2-1      SUing of Ore 

Until fifteen years ago,  one stage crushing was made in order 

to crush large lumps of ore into the particle less than 50 mm. 

However,  the siring equipments have been intensively improved 

because the fine mixture ratio of the imported iron ore has 

increased,   the demand for reducing the maximum particle 

sise has increased so that the quantity of the finely divided 

ore is increased and it has been clarified that the removal of 

the finely divided iron ore much affects the improvement of 

the operation of the blast furnace. 

Fig.  2-1 shows the improvement from one stage crushing to 

the two-stage crushing and two-stage screening. 

Since then two-stage crushing and multi-stage screening process 

has been introduced.    As described above, the maximum particle 
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sise has been 50 mm in case of the commercial blast furnace 

charge, but the sisse has been reduced further to 40 mm,   35 mm, 

and so on in order to reduce the reduction time.    Thus the 

regulation cf the maximum particle size and the removal of the 

finely divided ore become the majo1- problems ir the industry. 

In order to overcome the above problème,   the circulate system 

shown i« Fig.   2-2 in which the ore  oarticlee larger thai» the 

maximum particle ame *r^ returned to the crusher again was 

first adopted in 195e)      Since then,   various improvements and 

new installation« cf this system» have, been .nade so that the 

suing process is effected in more stages than before, 

all of the sizing planta employ   the circulate system. 

According to this system,   it is possible to control the pa rtj   ;. 

size within the narrow  range of 25 to  10 mm. 

Fig.   2- 3 shows the flow sheet oí the recently constructed sizing 

plant. 

Generally,  a gyratory crusher is used as a f'rst stage crusher 

and a cone crusher is used aa the secondary stage crusher. 

In order to regulate strictly the particle aixe,  the setting of 

the secondary stage crusher must be adjusted at frequent inter- 

vals.     A livdro cone crusher is widely used as a crusher to 

fulfil this purpose.    However, when the strict particle slxing 

is stressed,   a large quantity oí finely divided particle ore Is 



produced.    Therefore,   it is desired to develop a navel 

crusher which can prevent the generation of such fine 

particle ore. 

In screening process,   the vibrating screens are widely 

used,  but in case of processing the coking coal,   the 

efficiency of the  vibrating screens is reduced remarkably. 

In order to encounter this problem,   the loose-rod deck 

screens are employed and at the same time the screening 

process is effected in many stages.     However,   it is desired 

that the coking coal is screened and water-washed in more 

improved manner at the coal mine itself. 

2-2      Sintering 

As described above, 90% of iron ore consumed in Japan is being 

imported.    Therefore it is necessary to select the iron ore which 

can be obtained at lower cost.    Moreover,  because of the 

intensified sizlag process as described above,   a large quantity 

of finely divided particle ores is produced,  thus,   the ratio of 

the finely divided ore to the whole raw material is remarkably 

increasing. 

Furthermore,  it has been clarified that self-fluxing sinter 

blended with lime powder contributes much to the reduction 



of coke rate and to the production efficiency of pig iron 

Therefore,   the »Lote ring plant is a must in the iron making 

industry. 

The sinter blending equipment is incorporating a constant 

feed weight which ia adapted to maintain constant the blending 

ratio by the  signals from th? centralized  mntrol  room.     The 

neutron wate r  content measuring instrameut li^s v»een come 

to  be practically sued m continuously measuring the watei 

content of coke and u.     ont rolling the water contents of the 

blended raw materials  -*>..> that the instrument serves to a 

great extent tu stabilise the quality  of the pig iron produced 

and the operation of furnace. 

In order to  improve *,,e apprent       particle  size of the blended 

material and to in« reuse the  productivity,   the blended  raw 

material which has passed through  the first or primary 

mixer     is  charged into the  secondary   ¡uxer for agglomeration 

prior to being charged into the sintering     sa< hirie.    In some 

plants,  the  »e.-m-pellet method in which only fine particle ore 

is agglomerated by the drum type or disk type agglomerating 

machine is  used 

In order to control the hopper level,   the load cell type,   electrode 

sounding type or radio isopte type method is employed with a 
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satisfactory result in operation. 

Prior to  1957,   A.I.B.   type, Greena wait type ,   Dwight Lloyd type 

• inte ring machine« had been operated,   but the sintering 

machine» constructed after  1958 are ail of p. !..   type.    Until 

the large-*iEed sintering machine whose effective area is 

2 
113 m    (E. 46 m x 46. 36 m) was first introduced in July,   196u, 

the largest sintering machine had the effective area of 66   n2 

(2 m x 33 m). 

In December,   I960,   the sintering machine having the effective 

2 
area of 130 m    (25 m x 52 m) was constructed,   producing 

more than 4, 500 tons a day. 

As the blast furnace  is enlarged,  the sintering equipments 

are also enlarged      In  1964,  the sintering machine having the 

effective area of  182 m     (3. 5 m x 52 m) was constructed while 

in  1966,  two sintering machines having the effective area of 

2 
150 m    were erected. Further    more in  196?,    the  large-simed 

sintering machine having as much as  183 rn2 was newly 

Installed.    The above sintering machines are all producing 

more than 5, 500 ton» per day.    The number   of the sintering 

machines whose effective area is larger than 150 m    and 

which are under construction or to be constructed is a* 

many as nine. 
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The main exhauster who.« capacity io sufficient enough to 

handle the effective area up to 200 m    can be fabricated, 

thanks to the improvement of the fabrication techniques. 

In some plants,  two mam exhausters each having the same 

capacity are installed in order to encounter the breakdown 

or failure.    Such tendency will be applied to a large-si«ed 

sintering plant.    The negative pressure of the order of 1200 

to  1,300 mm Aq.   in normal,   but in some plants,  the high 

suction blower of the order of the negative pressure   of 

1,400 mm Aq is used. 

A» the dust catching devices,  the cyclones or multiclones 

are widely used,  but recently the electrical dust catchers are 

installed in some plants. 

2-3      Pelle ti sing 

In Japan,  the pelletiiing plant is not so popular as the sintering 

plant, because the raw materials auited for pelletizing are less 

available in Japan.     That is,  the  raw materials for pelletUing 

must be stable in particle sise,   and also physically and chemical- 

ly       Even '\ slight change of these properties much affects 

the    productivity and to the quality whereas the  raw materials 

for sintering have the large range of permissibility. 
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One of the pelletising pianti operated in Japan is aimed at 

pelletising pyrite cinder whose sintering characteristics is 

worse.    In this plant, the    ore   wetting        method has been 

developed and the production of hard pellet by means of the 

shaft furnace sintering is successfully achieved. 

Cne of two other plants has shaft furnaces whose capacities 

of 120 tons/day x 3,250 tons/day x 8 and 400 dons/day x 6, 

and producing pellets in the diameter ranging from 15 to 35 mm. 

The feature of this plant is the low thermal or heat consumption. 

The other plant wae constructed in 1966 and employe the grate- 

kiln system designed for processing or treating various  hematite 

and magnetite.    Thia plant is producing the self-fluxing pellet 

3,600 to 4,000 tons a day.    The flow sheet of the sintering 

process Is shown in Fig.  2-4. 

3.        FURNACE CHARGING EQUIPMENT 

One of the most remarkable tendencies in the blast furnace 

design in Japan is to employ the charging equipment comprising 

the belt conveyor instead of the skip cars. 

In Fig.  3-1, the number of blast furnace« erected and the 

numbers of blast furnaces each equipped with skip type and 



b«lt conwyor type charging equipment« for the past ten 

years from 1957 and 1968 is Japan are shown. 

Among fifty-five blast furnaces now operated in Japan,   37 blast 

furnaces (67%) »re equipped with »he skip typ«*  charging equip- 

ments whereas ë blast furnaces (15%),  with the buck-t type 

charging equipment and  1Ü (18%)   of blast furnaces,  with the 

belt conveyor type charging equipment 

It must be particularly pointed out here that of the 25 blast 

furnaces erected from   I960 to 1968,  ten blast furnaces are 

equipped with the belt conveyor type charging equipments, 

that is 40% of the blast furnaces are equipped with the .    , rr belt 

conveyor type charging equipment. 

This tendency is  remarkable in the large-siied blast 

furnaces having the volume of more than 2,000 .n    which 

will be erected in the near future.    Uf   five blast furnaces 

which will be erected until the end of 1969,  four blast 

furnaces will be equipped with the belt conveyor type 

charging equipments. 

Since of nine blast furnaces now operated having the volums 

more than 2,000 m   ,  four furnaces are equipped with the 

belt conveyor type charging equipments,  of 14 blast furnaces 



having the working volume oí mor« than 2, 000 m    including 

the furnaces erected until the end oí ¡969,  8 blast furnace« will 

become oí the belt conveyor type (See Fig    3-2). 

When the blast furnacei having the working volume oí more 

i 
than 2,000 m    are divided uita two groups,  that is one group 

to which belong the blast furnaces having the working volume 

3 
of between 2,000 to 2, SUO m    and the other group including 

the blast furnaces having the working volume of more th 

J 
2,500 m   ,     six blast furnaces belong to the first group while 

eight blast furnaces,  to the second group.    Of six blast 

furnaces belonging to the first group,  three blast furnaces 

are of belt conveyor type (See Fig.   3-3) while of eight blast 

furnaces belonging to the second group,   five blast furnaces 

will become of the belt conveyor type (See Fig.   3-4). 

Therefore, more than on« half oí the blast furnaces,   that is 

50% and 62. 5% will become oí the belt conveyor   type. 

On the other hand,  the bucket type charging equipments ha ve 

been used in the blast furnace whose working volume ia less 

3 
than 1, 100 m  .    But because of the compie» mechanism and 

the limit oí the capacity, no bucket type charging equipment 

ha« been recently installed in newly erected blast furnaces. 
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Therefore,  the number of blast furnaces provided with the 

bucket type charging equipment, will be decreased in the 

future. 

So far the tendency  oí the blast furnaces equipped with the 

belt conveyor type  charging equipment, accompanied with 

the enlargement of the blast furnace haa been described, 

and next the adaptability of the «kip type and be h conveyor 

type charging equipment, to the blast iurnac« will be 

compared and the   superiority oí the belt conveyor type  charg- 

ing   equipment, over the .kip type charging equipment in case 

of the enlarged blast furnaces will oe proved. 

In Fig.   3-5,  the capacity of a skip car is plotted along the 

-on abscL.a while the ore charging capacity and the pig ir< 

production corresponding to the ore charging capacity are 

plotted along the ordinate.    In case of the belt conveyor type 

charging equipment,  the width of belt i. plotted along the 

absci.sa while the ore charging capacity and the pig iron 

production capacity corresponding to the ore charging capacity 

are plotted along the ordinate.    Thus the capacity limits in 

both oí the skip type and belt conveyor type charging equipment. 

are shown. 

In calculating the production capacity from the charging 
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capacity,   the ore ratio is assumed to be  1.8 tons/ton of iron 

while the over-filling capacity to be 50%. 

As is -'.ear from Fig.   3-5 in case of the skip type charging 

equipment the production capacity limit is considered to be 

6,850 tons per day (top speed  150 m/min) to 7,200 tons     per 

day (top speed,   180 m /min). On the other hand,  the    belt 

conveyor type charging equipment can be applicable to the 

blast furnace whose production capacity is between 2 .,500 

to 43,500 tons per day.    That is,   at the present Japanese 

engineering level,  the belt conveyor type charging equipment 

has the capacity 3. 5 to 6. 3 times the capacity oí the skip 

type charging equipment.    SLn'-e the production capacity  of 

a blast furnace having a working volume of more than 2, 500 ITI 

is designed to have the production capacity af6,700 to 8,000 

tons per day,   the belt conveyor type charging equipment is 

more and more used as a blast furnace is enlarged.    This 

tendency will continue in the future. 

Next the construction costs will be compared with reference 

3 
to a blast furnace having a working volume of about 2, 140 rn   . 

In this case, the construction cost of the skip type charging 

equipment is 1.69 times, 1.36 times and 1.24 times higher 

than those of the belt conveyor type charging equipment in 



mechanical,  structual and electrical parts  respectively. 

Thus,   it is generaiiy accepted that the  construction cost 

oí the belt <i>r.-/..y.        7P?  charging equipment   u lower th*n 

that oí the **ip ty  «  charging equipment. 

In the general design of a blast furnace plant,  the belt conveyor 

type charging equipment has a disadvantage that the distance 

between the furnace  and toe stock house will Decome longer. 

Bat the advantages <>. the  rationale and  .^limited arrangements 

of the cast house,   transportation oí molten iron and slag and 

other auxiliary equipments « addition to the simple electrical 

and control installations for operation can sufficiently cover the 

above   disadvantage 

So iar the comparison between the skip type and belt conveyor 

type charging equipment, ha. been made.   It ifl considered that 

the tendency of   employing the belt conveyor type charging 

equipment m many blast furnace, will be increased in con- 

sideration oí the low construction coat,  the efficient adaptability, 

the rationalisation and improvement of the over-all efficiency 

of blast furnace,   etc. 

4.        HOT STOVES 

Recently Japan has made a rapid progress in the operation and 
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equipment    In pig iron production,   and stands the highest in 

the world concerning the reduction In coke  rate,  which depends 

on the pre-treatment and high quality of the charge materials. 

At present,   over 950*C high temperature blast,   1155 "C in the 

highest,  is operated,  with the development of burden preparation, 

blast humidification and fuel Injection. 

The equipment with the  resistance to 125ü°  -  130C*C bias* ia 

required. 

Fig.  4-1 shows the highes1 blast temperature in hot stoves in 

the past 10 years. 

According to this figure,   it is evident that the blast temperature 

has rapidly increased since 1965.    The increase of bhust 

temperature has the advantages not only of saving in coke but 

also of saving in limestone due to reduction of ash come from 

coke. 

Therefore it is possible to increase the charging amounts of 

ferrous materials and increase production.    The effect of 
rate 

blast temperature to coke depends on the operating conditions. 
A 

The 20-30 kg reduction of coke rate is expected per 100 *C 

temperature increase of blast.    The pig iron production 

3 
increases 0.09 t/d/m    per 100aC temperature increase of 

blast. 
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'•'-"•     PelletiMng:      Tn  Japan   pelletizmg plants   are   n-t   no  widely   ernpl ,y.,i   us 

sintering  planta,   and   mainly   imparted   pellets    ,r,   charmi   mt ,   thé   Mast 

furnace.     The   plant   which   wa,  -mrtn.tod   in   1 »/>,   empi y1;ig grate-kiln 

nyntem,   prod, a-.   <,600  _  4,000   ton/day   nolf-fl 1Xnig  pell-t,. 

j.      Parnaee  char/nnr  equipment 

-i'  !<o   bl tut   f.rnnuos   operated   in  Japan  at   present   the   blast   f ¡rn.„,ül5   of- 

skip   system   are   y   (»,.•:.',),    basket   system   •<   lib;'),   -i:lii   belt   ;Vj:lveyor   uyntem   1()   ( , ^ > 

Four   of   five  largo   Mast   furnaces,   which  are   planned   to   be  ,0ns tr .- ted   by   W69, 

'ir';   to   employ   bolt   eoovovo-r   r-vanrrn        rt    ,-.      4        . *•     y •••M/cyjr   ..y-toms.      It   is   advari tageo ;s   for   the   largo   i last 

f .maces   of more   than   -,000   m'   capacity   to   empi,y   tuOlt   conveyor   systems.      It   is 

finase   the   belt   conveyer  system   has  much   larger charging capae 1 ty  and   lower 

construction  cost   than   the   skip  system,   and   it   is   possible   to   layout   east   house 

without   considering  the charging  equipment. 

4. Hot   stove; 

U\  Japan hot stove was employed for the first time m 1 '• 

temperot ire wu r'00 0 about lb veai 

''J, but the hot blast 

.  1rs ago.  At present the hot blast tempera- 

tare is generally 1 , ou-T - l.lOO'^ by employing b ,rden preparation, humdity con- 

trollo,] blast and fuel injection.  Moreover, even 1 , : y> -   1 , 0)0°J temperature 

stov-s have hern constructed.  These high tempero taro stoves depend mainly on 

the improvement of refractories for hot stoves and the improvement of stove 

burners and valves.  The stabilisation of operation has beer, paisible by intro- 

ducing external combustion chamber design stoves.  eternal combustion chamber 

design stove was constructed for the first, tame m l'i*.  ->nd -i--e a„r no ~ 

type stove accounts for a half of hot stoves.  Automata stove reversal equipment 

is widely employed all over Japan. 

Lj.      Mowing equipment 

About 100 years ago the blowing equipment was the bellows powered by water 

mill, which was followed by reciprocating compressor and then centrifugal type 

blower.  At present, axial-flow blower is widely employed.  With the enlargement 

of the blast furnaces and th<- employment of high top pressare operation, the 

blower of large volume and high pressure has been required; the blower of 
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A remote-controlled «hovel loader for slag pits ha« been 

developed as the operation surroundings are not so good. 

Tapping hammer for opening taphole and mud gun for 

closing are remotely controlled.    Commonly the former is 

pneumatic type and the latter is electro-mechanical type. 

Mechnical slag notch bott is also employed in the modern 

blast furnace.    However,  in the recent blast furnace operation, 

generally slag is seldom flushed independently, but at the 

•ame time of tapping. 

Recently the mechanisation and rationalisât!un of cast house 

operation, which was by man power, has been advanced 

positively, and replaceable trough, runner maintenance 

machine and tuyere changing machine are effectively employed. 

Fig. 7-Z shows the arrangement of cast house of the newest 

blast furnace. 

This blast furnace has two Upholes and one slag notch, and is 

equipped with suspension type tuyere changing machine to 

easily change tuyeres and bend pieces, with replaceable 

trough to use continuously for long hours and to repair easily, 

and with rotary crane to operate possibility in wide range. 

Fig. 7-3 shows the example oí suspension type tuyere 

changing machine. 



Fig.   7-4 shows the example oí floor type tuyere changing 

machine,  which is employed in a few blast furnaces. 

Fig.   7-5 shows  runner maintenance machine,  which is 

specially used for breaking and stamping of runner 

materials. 



CONC:  L'UIOW 

Iron and steel industry in Japan, which was almost ruined in the 

World War li, has made a rapid progress, as shown in Fig C-l, 

tenalized through the first rationalization plan starting in  1 Vf> 1. ma 

In  1967 Japan produced 62, 164, 000 ton of crude steel,   ranking third 

place in the world next to T'. S. A and V. S. S. 1.. 

Various factors are accounted for the rapid progress,   and one of 

main factors it that Japan agressively introduced into her steel industry 

new technologies,  and not only absorbed thern in a short period of time 

but also at the same time excelled in many cases the level of the 

introduced technologies of advanced countries,   such growth of 

higher technological capability may be largely attributed to potentiality 

of people engaged in the industry 

Looking back Japanese history,   Japan remodelled into a new and moderr 

nation at Meiji Restoration taking place exactly 100 years ago. 

Due to wide spread of education as strongly promoted by the new 

government of Japan with highest of education ratio was reaching at 

a certain advanced stage of industrial development even before the 

Vor Id War II. 

Fig    C-2 shows the progress of the technology in the Blast Furnace 

field 
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Japan has gained better fruits from the newly introduced technologies, 

than they are employed in the original supplier of the technologies, 

such as ore preparation,  as imported from U.S.A.  Oil Injection, 

from France,  High Top Pressure Operation from U.S. A and 

High temperature hot stove from W.  Germany. 

Fig    C-3 shows the import and export of technology from 1951 to 1967. 

Japan,   which had long been a onesided technology-importing 

country,   began to export them since 1964. 

In future,  it is expected that our export of technology 

will increase more and more W th iHe higher growth in Iron and 

steel industry. 
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Fig       2-1 FLOWSHEET     OF    OLD    SIZING     PLANT 
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Fig,   2-3   FLOWSHEET     OF  RECENT   SIZING  PLANT 
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Fig  2-4    FLOWSHEET   OF INOURATlON   PROCESS 
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Fig. 4-4 COKE RATE VS TOP GAS CALORIFIC VALUE 
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Fig   4 -6     STAGGERED RqRALLELSTOVE 
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Fig. 7-3    GENERAL    ARRANGEMENT 

(TUYERE CHANGING  MACHINE FOR   TUYERE  ONLY .SUSPENSION   TYPE) 
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